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Abstract. Ir! this paps we consider three types of pdrametcrs ivhich chardctc: LX the cotnputation:ii 
complexity of algorithms working on recursive trees. We deal with the path lengths, the degree 
path lengths and the mean path lengths. 
1. Introduction 
A We is a connected graph which has no cyc!es (see 11-1 for definitions nnt given _ 
1 i;eli-e)* ft iree R *aii&b ,I “c&-i~ccs ia’&lIec; I, 1,. . . , ti is a recursive free if for each k 
(2~ k s n) ike 1abeEs of vertices in the unique path from the 1st vertex to the kth 
vertex form an increasing sequence. The vertex with label one is the root of a 
recursive tree. Ori a tree each vertex of degree one is caiied a leaf (it is assumed 
that the root of a tree is not a leaf even if it has degree one). Moreover, let L(R) 
and J(R) denot: the set of all leaves and aill inner vertices (e.g. not leaves) of the 
tree H, respectively. 
Let [17] denote the set { 1,2, . . . , n} and let $!4!,, be the family of all ( n - 1) ! recursive 
trees with n vertices. Given i? E 9,, and jt [rr], then cy,( R) E 9,,+, denotes the tree 
obtained from R by joining a new vertex with label n + 1 to the jth vertex of R. 
The parameters of trees which are considered in this paper are often used as a 
measure of the computationai complexitv of algorithms working on these trees. ” 
It is assumed that ai1 recursive trees with the given number of vertices are 
equiprobsble. 
2, Path ikmgths 
Let &,, (R ) denote the height of t f; vertex k (i.e. the length of the unique path 
from the root to the vertex with label k) in a recursive tree R. Let us consider the 
following quantities: 
EPL( n), external path length, ex eights of ali leaves; 
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B IPL(n), mternal path length, expected sum of heights of all inner vertices: 
d TPI c,n), ,~fllpcath k@ta, :x.pe%~i sum of heights of a!I vertices, 
It is easy to see that for n 2 1 
TPL(n) = EPL(n)+ lPL(n). (1) 
Let S,, denote the mean distance between the root and all other vertices of recursive 
tree. Moon [S] has showy, th.3 
where 
i h’ - 1 I i t . . ,,--I-l-~l- * +-. 
n 
Of course, 
TPL(n)=(n-l)S,,=nH,,,-n. (2) 
Theorem 2.1. For n S, 2 
EPL( n ) = ;n!f,, - :r?, and IPL(n)=#,,-in, 
where H,, = ii-i-k. - . + l/n is a harmonic number. 
Proof. For R E %,, let c,?(R) = C,+ , , Rj h,(R); then, of course EPL(n) = E(&). If we 
join a new vertex (with label n + 1) to the vertex j of a tree R E %‘,, then 
6, ,(q(R)) =6,,(R)+ 1, forjg L(R), 
(,,,,(cu,(R!) = [,,(RI+-h,(R)+ I, foorjg L(Ri. 
So, the method of construction of recursive trees implies that 
EPL(n+l)=P x $ ~,,,,(ai(R)) 
n!n:.p,,j ! 
n-1 
=- EPL(n)“H,,, 
fl 
because of (2). If we put f,, = (n - l)EPL( n) then we obtain the recurrence equation 
A_& = nH,,, with initial conditionf, = 0. it k ezy to see thatj,‘, = 0.25rtIsr - 1)(2H,, - P > 
satisf;r both the recurrence relation and the initial cordition. Now after some simple 
calculations one can complete the proof. U 
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Using well known asymptotics for harmonic numbers one can easily prove the 
following facts. 
2.2. If n + 00 then 
EPL(n)=$z In n+cn-W(l): 
SPL(;:)=$ In n+!c--++Q(l) 
and 
TPL(n)=n In n+(2c-~)n-!-O(l), 
-where c = (2 y - i )/4 = 0.6386783 . . . . 
3t is a weii known fact (see [2J9 [4Jj or [t;]) that 
E(L,,) = E( I,,) =;, (3) 
where L,, and lpi denote the nlumber of leaves and inner ved;rPc in 4 r~Mom recursive * C.“V.J ..a Lr ;... 
tree, respectively. So, we have for FZ -z CC 
Similar results for the sirn.oly generated familv of trees have been obtained ‘by Kemp 
L-31. 
Let KTj denote the sum of degrees of ah vertices wliich are in the unique path 
joi%g the root af a tree and vertex with label j; moreover let 
p,; = f, wj and v,, = 1 \4’,. 
jt f_(R) /’ I(R) 
The fohowing parameters of trees will be considered in this section: 
EPDL( n), e.wernJ path degree length, expected sum of degrees of all vertices in 
all paths from the root to the leaves (i.e. EP L(n) = &,,)A 
lPt3l (Ypl 1. Y_\..,, ;nt~v~nJ pat/r a’qree !c,ng@ expected sum of degrees of al! vertices in . . . . r...rr* 
ah paths from the root to the inner vertices /i.e. BPD?...(G 1= .F{ :,, )), 
@ TPDL( tj), total path degwe length, expected sum of degrees of all vertices in al! 
paths from the root to oher vertices (i.e. %~:%~k(n j = E ip,, + I’,, j = EPDk(n j + 
DL( n)). 
subtree (branch) rooted ,at point j of a recursive tree is a recursive tree which 
consists of all vertices such that th 
vertices go through the verter 
the number of leaves in the i; 
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Lemma3.9. Forn>2 and lsjen, E(&)=njjand 
1 n i-1 
E(L,j)-- -+‘- 
( > 2 ,j n-l ’ 
1 
IPDL(n+%)= IPI)L(n)+- EPDL(n)-+~H,,+f. 
i-I 
Proof. First we wiH prove the formula for EPDL. If we consider all cases of joking 
a new vertex to the rpn**rm; vrS13Lve tree wit!1 respect to rhe value of p (if we join a new 
vertex to a leafj of a tree R then ~S,l+,(ai(R)) == p,,(R)+2; otherwise ~,,+~(ti,(R)) = 
~?,(Rj~2+wi(R)+L,,i(R)), we obtain 
= EPDL(n)+2+- 
A.,,..? Now, using Lemma 3.1 one can easily obtain the required fo1 Illula. Similarly, 
I 
IPDL(n+l)=- n! .Ffi,, { c (NU+q( V+ 1) 
.jc L(R! 
and after simpiy calculations one can complete the proof. c3 
Now we are ready to find the exact values of the path degree lengths. 
Theorem 3.3. For n 3 2 
TPDL(n)=$Hi+2nH,,-&g,‘,(2)-?n, 
1 
EPDL(n)==~TPDL(n)=+&- --- 
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and 
IPDL(~)=~TPDL(~)+$z+ 
1 
4(n -1)’ 
where ,$, (s) = CI= 1 k-” is an incomplete Rieman zeta Jfunction. 
roof. If we add both relations from Lemma 3.2 we obtain a recurrence relation 
for TPDL namely 
n+l 
TPDL(n+l)=- 
n 
the initial condition TPDL(2) = 1 is also immediate. It is easy to see that the required 
formula satisfies these relations. 
Let x, = EPDL(nj - iPDL( n ). if we substract both sides of the recurrence relations 
from Lemma 3.2 we obtain 
n-l 
x II+ 1 =-x,,+;, x2= 1, 
n 
an6 s&kg it WC obtain x,, r zn - 1/(2(n - 1)). Now, it is enotrgh to solve the 
following system 9f equations: 
EPDL( n) + IPDL( n) = TPDL( n), 
FPD!_(ur)--!PDL(??)=xn. c! 
Corollary 3.4. Jf n + 0~) then 
TPDL(n)=$ln* n+an In n+bn+O(ln n) 
whrrea=2+y=2.5772... andb=iyZ+2y-&r’-2=-1.5014.... Moreover 
Note, 
and 
EPDL(n)- IPDL(n)-an !n’ n. 
similarly to [3], we obtain 
EPDL(nj EPL(in) E&J ] 
IPDL(n) - IPL(n) 
z-z 
E( I,,) 
EPDI.!n?-EPL(n)E(L,,). 
IPDL(n)- IpL(n)E(I,,). 
4. ean path PenRgth 
Let MPL(n) denote the expectation of the mean height of all leaves of recursive 
tree with n vertices, more precisely 
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Kotice, that due to Theorem 2.1 E(&) = :nPi,, -in, and it is known that E( L,,) = ln, 
Var( L,) = $I. 
roof. Ler for x > 0 
B(x) = B,(x) = 9,, -A,(x). 
loreover, iet 
Of course, for arbitrary x > 0 we obtain MPL(n) = S‘, + Sh. 
Let us first estimate S‘,: 
su d 
1. 
(in -x)(n-l)! Rc Ah:) 
and using Theorem 2.1 we obtain 
S= 
4 
“- 1-(2x/n) ’ 
To estimate Sb we use the Tschebyshev inequaiity, namely 
Let us assume T~OYJ that x = n/in In n. For n + CO we obtain 
s 
jr1 9 
< -.--_. =- 
“ -c i --(Z/in In n) 
In n +o(in n) 
and 
Sh d ,‘#n In n)’ = o(Pn n j. 
The above inequalities imply 
MPL(n)4nn+o(inn) forn+r;l. 
The number of leaves in a tree is less then or equal to n, so 
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Tabie E 
Mrtan height of leaves cf recursive trees. 
- .- -_. .__ 
n rbl PL( )I ) Var( 6, / L ) 
2 1 .oooooo 0.000000 
3 1 .._Y”“” r;nnnn0 n 75.nnnn “.-*“““V 
4 1.750000 0.395833 
5 1.923611 0.405044 
6 2.068750 0.384567 
7 2.195787 0.368644 
8 2.308730 0.358338 
9 2.410321 0.3 > I424 
10 2.502609 0 -.A# a-,- ‘\i.3$03,3 
Numerical results suggest that MPL( n) - In n as n --, 00 (compare Table 1). 
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